H135
The Right Fit.

Efficiency drives success.
Compact aircraft design.
Rapid start and Response.
Innovation delivers safety.
Meets mission demands.
Most Successful & Proven Light Twin.

ALTERNATE GROSS WEIGHT
Up to: 120kg (265lb)
75NM
40min
Designed to Save Lives.

First choice for the first responders
Proven by thousands of pilots and medics worldwide, the H135 is the benchmark in HEMS... It is reliable, trustworthy and efficient.

Every minute counts...
Being on scene, on time, every time. Fastest reach of patient by quick start-up, take-off and shut down landing closest to the scene.

Safeguard your patients, crew and community...
Its intuitive Helionix cockpit as well as its high and protected rotor provide safest operation for the crew and the community in flight and on the ground.
The Rescuer.

Compactness makes the difference

The compact H135 takes you where you need to be while offering the right cabin space to load, treat and transport the patient.

Performing & safe

Performance designed for high altitude operation with the highest safety standards, the H135 will make your rescue mission a success.

A reference in mountain rescue...

Due to efficient mission equipment for HEC (human external cargo) operation under high stability and controllability in challenging mountain rescue area.
Ready to Protect.

Reliable & efficient...
Ready to adapt to any police mission quickly for day/night around the clock 24/7 operation.

Experienced in law enforcement
As a fleet leader*, the H135, with its minimum ground time and the Airbus long-term support guarantee you a maximum mission readiness.

Tactical advantage
The widest and latest choice of police mission equipment and the low acoustic footprint enable a discrete mission with highest success rate.

*Within the Twin Engine Helicopter Class
The Aerial Inspector.

Smart & safe

By its compact design, agility, exceptional external visibility, hover performance and safety requirements (PC1, HEC, etc.), the H135 is the trustful ally to work as close as possible to the power lines.

The best equipment for the best result

A large variety of mission equipment can be chosen for all aerial missions such as visual and thermal camera inspection, maintenance, repairs, and construction.
The Offshore Wind Asset.

Mission confirmed
The H135 was the 1st aircraft to perform helicopter hoist operation (HHO) for offshore wind energy missions and provides today the largest offshore wind farm fleet.

There is nothing left
This light twin helicopter combines its experience with meeting the highest offshore safety standards and a complete range of mission equipment.

Human External Cargo HOGE OEI makes the difference
The H135 is tuned to achieve the highest Human External Cargo OEI performances in the entry light twin market.
What harbor pilots count on...

Quick and reliable respond, even under harsh conditions

The H135 and its missions equipment master even the harshest environmental offshore conditions. It is the only helicopter in its class providing a dedicated corrosion prevention treatment. With its latest 4-axis autopilot the H135 simplifies precise positioning above the ship.
ACH135
Smart, agile, reliable.

The ACH135 combines form and function to deliver a business aviation workhorse providing exceptional flight performance and agility.

ACH - Airbus Corporate Helicopters is the Airbus Helicopters offer dedicated to its private and corporate customers offering end-to-end service-based ownership experience.

ACH is a dedicated platform for customers to benefit from best in class Corporate & Private transport solutions, tailored completion and service. ACH ensure that only the highest quality materials and the finest craftsmanship are offered to the customers.

ACH range includes: ACH125, ACH130, ACH135, ACH145, ACH160 and ACH175.
Helionix®
A Digital Revolution.

Commonality
Operators and pilots can take full advantage of the Airbus common avionics suite, making helicopter operations safer, training and maintenance easier while reducing the costs associated with pilot training time.

Safety & Mission efficiency
Focusing on the highest safety standards, Helionix® intuitive Human Machine Interface (HMI) raises mission efficiency and situational awareness to the next level.

Connectivity
Simplify mission preparation and maintenance by connecting aircraft to ground services. Supporting real-time application data exchange, missions updates, passenger connectivity and in-flight entertainment.

H135 Specificity
In addition to the single/dual pilot IFR HELIONIX® cockpit a two display single pilot IFR cockpit version is available.
The Best Fit for your missions.

Emergency Medical Services
Law enforcement
Private & Business Aviation
Training
Power-Line Maintenance
Offshore Wind operations

The most successful entry level light twin

- **1,350 delivered**
- **5Mio Fh**
- **High & Hot performance**
- **Low crew workload**
- **Compact design**

The cabin doctors prefer

- **Medical care Cabin arrangement**
- **Flat floor**
- **Quietest in class**
- **Clamshell doors**

The most affordable light twin

- **Demonstrated high availability**
- **-11% Lower operational cost**

*compared to closest competitors*
HCare by Airbus Helicopters, a complete service offer: whatever your need, where ever you operate, there is a customized solution for you, extending your missions and operations, enhancing Safety, Availability, Reactivity and Cost optimization.


Important to you, essential to us.